
What is intention setting?
Rather than pressurise yourself into #newyearnewstart or
#newyearnewme intention setting is far removed from strict and
overambitious goals. Intentions can be vague as well as specific, and are a
commitment to progress or change. Intention setting turns us into active
participants in our lives, rather than passive recipients where life happens
to us and drags us along.  

Why do it?
Intention setting is a powerful process and links directly to manifestation. It
can be really useful if you are feeling ‘stuck’ with any part (or all) of life, or
feeling lost in your life direction. As soon as we have set our intention, we
are on its path. If we are present and aware when we contemplate and
then set the intention, it will be prominent in our minds and we are likely
to gear our thinking styles and decision making towards it. We are likely to
be more receptive and notice any relevant happenings around us, and take
related opportunities. We may also be drawn to spending time with other
people on a similar path or who can help us on our path.

When to do it?
New year is a great time to set an intention, as our society reflects on fresh
starts and new beginnings at this time, so it’s a great time to consider what
you would like this year. However, you can set intentions anytime you like ~
each month, each week, even each day. And as we encounter difficult
times, it can be really helpful to stop and set an intention, to buoy us up to
brave a situation or tackle a problem.
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The basics…
Unlike goals, which tend to be more action-based, intentions are more
about what you want to achieve inside through your actions, and tend to
be more about how you feel about something, or how you want to feel or
be. Whilst not vague, they tend not to have the same level of measurability
as goals because they are less tangible, but when they materialise, oh can
you feel it! Intentions are about moving in a direction – what happens to be
at the end of the path taken may not be quite what was expected when
you first set off, because it’s about the journey itself and the shift in you
along the way.

So get thinking ~ what is it you would like? Consider what you would like
this year; whether that’s what you’d like to happen, to have, to experience,
to achieve, to explore, to visit… the list is endless… but it always starts with
you! What do you want to work towards?

Reflection / journal prompts
How do I find my intentions? If you are lost for ideas on what intentions
you would like to set, here are some reflective questions that could help
you to find and focus these. Respond to them however feels best, whether
that’s mind mapping, bullet points, or free writing…

What do I want from life? ~ think big, think small, think family, home, career,
experiences…

How do I want to be in the world? ~ think ethics, think relationships, think
behaviours, think personal impact...

How do I want to feel? ~ think emotions, think reactions, think physical/body, think
thought patterns...

What change would I like to see in my life? ~ think material, think mental,
think personal, think interpersonal, think economic...

What do I want to work towards? ~ think achievements, think financial, think
projects, think learning, think dreams...
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